
The Benefits of Improved Revenue Cycle Management
for Medical Practices

Medical professionals spend more money on billing and
collecting than professionals in any other industry – that fact
probably doesn’t surprise anyone who runs a medical practice. 

A complex reimbursement system, regulatory protocol
constantly in flux, technology forever evolving… the revenue cycle
contains a myriad of obstacles and dangers for any medical
practice.

Medical businesses that optimize their revenue cycle get paid
more overall, more consistently, and more efficiently. How do
practices optimize their cycle? Through a combination of
powerful software and expert RCM services.

Fewer denials

Reduced administrative burden 

Elimination of errors

Claim submissions are completed accurately
from the beginning, with the up-to-date
codes. No revenue opportunity is wasted.

Less time is spent on researching new
changes in regulations and coding. As a result,
your staff has more time to focus on higher-
order concerns.

The majority of rote tasks are automated.
Databases are updated in real-time. Reduced
data entry by humans leads to fewer human
errors, leading to clear claims and quicker
reimbursement.

More collection revenue

Faster collection process

More accuracy, more consistent follow-up,
more informed decisions allow you to collect
on more claims, and collect on each of
them to the full extent of what you’re owed.

Complete each claim more quickly, respond
to denial notices more immediately, and
spend less time dealing with revisions. The
result is a greater volume of successful
claims processed with fewer labor hours.

Why Is RCM Important For Practices?
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eBook: RCM 



RCM requires attention and labor hours that many practices have a hard time managing.
Reimbursements are declining, operation costs are rising, talent is hard to find and even harder to
keep. And even the best accounting staff will spend hours managing denied claims. 
 
Properly training staff on RCM systems and protocol is extremely time-intensive. Once a person is up to
speed on processes, it will still take more time to become proficient. And if your most prized accounting
employees leave for more competitive positions, you’re left to invest in new staff all over again. 

Value-based reimbursement

The market share for value-based care continues to expand, and reimbursement protocol
differs from standard fee-for-service models.

Compliance

Policies around reimbursement grow more complex, regulation changes frequently, and coding
systems require updates.

Tech integration

As healthcare systems grow increasingly complex, practices rely on more management
platforms that need to function in tandem.

Direct patient payments

As health care costs rise, accounting departments have more direct payments to process.
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The Challenges of Revenue Cycle Management

Systemic challenges also persist for RCM:
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How Quatris Healthco & athenaOne Make RCM Easy
One person cannot perform all RCM functions on their own – and yet, RCM can’t be fully automated
either. This very particular conundrum requires a hybrid solution: automating basic RCM functions
while turning staff attention to higher-order concerns.

On top of athenahealth’s award-winning software, our expert RCM services
enable practices to optimize their entire process and take all of the thought out
of Revenue Cycle Management. We continually assess underlying problems so
that reimbursement does not suffer and providers generate as much revenue
as possible.



Work Denials: When the athena team needs additional information (i.e. clarification on an EOB),
they place claims in this work queue. Quatris Healthco will obtain the needed information and
respond in the MGRHOLD worklist so that claims can be processed and paid.

Resolve Hold: Claims in this work queue include profiling errors (i.e. demographic or LCD) that
need to be resolved prior to submitting them to the insurance carriers. These claims are critical
because they represent unrealized revenue. The Revenue Cycle Team will correct these claims
and submit them to the clearinghouse.

Appeal Review: The Revenue Cycle Team will review appealed claims to make sure that the
appeals are filed for all CPT codes appropriately to achieve maximum reimbursement
(including monitoring key services to ensure they are not incorrectly denied).

Zero pay review: When claims are processed by the insurance carrier but not paid, Quatris
Healthco will review the claims and take action (i.e. further appeal or claim validation)
necessary for the insurance carrier to pay the claim.

Underpayment/Overpayment review: Utilizing the insurance carrier fee schedule, the Revenue
Cycle Team will identify the claims that have been under/over-paid and contact the insurance
carrier to reprocess the claim.

Self-Pay Worklist: Many patient balances require additional information to process statements.
Quatris Healthco will obtain the information required for the patient to be billed.

Application of practice approved write-offs: Certain procedures are not payable by some
carriers (i.e. bundled payments). The Revenue Cycle team will identify these and with your
approval, adjust these procedures.

Approval of Financial write-offs: After all attempts to collect on a claim are exhausted (i.e. Bad
Debt Scenarios), Quatris Healthco will adjust these claims with the correct adjustment code.

Charge Entry: The Revenue Cycle Team will assist your practice with entering charges and other
data most commonly associated with the initial claim submission.

Patient/Payer refund: Quatris Healthco will provide a routine list of patients and insurance
carriers that require a refund.

Resolve Missing Slips: The Revenue Cycle Team will assist your practice with managing the
patients that have appointments but no claim. The goal is to ensure every patient has a claim to
maximize revenue.
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Services include:
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Better tech

Lower buy-in

Easier to scale

Claims processing shifted from a human-driven process to a tech-driven
process managed by humans.

Technology requires capital. Third-party RCM services make the investment
so your medical practice doesn’t have to.

Third-party services can manage systems that allow practices to scale up
as needed and requires keeping up with industry technology.

Why have medical practices started outsourcing RCM?

The complexity of payment systems keeps growing. Practices expand, claim volumes increase, and
the skills required to balance it all are more specialized than ever. For many medical practices,
outsourcing RCM feels like a natural move for growth.

Should You Outsource Your RCM Services?

Provide better patient care - Fewer resources spent on RCM, fewer labor hours, less stress. All
of these mean more time and energy to spend on the most important part of your practice:
patient care.

Increase profits - Get paid in full for the services you provide. Eliminate mistakes that erode
revenue and drive up costs. Create more efficient workflows. Eliminate code research and
claims revision from your labor budget.

Reduce Risk - Protect your operations against systems downtime and technology
obsolescence. Cut down on staff burnout and turnover. Make billing decisions based on data.
Limit exposure to fraudulent claims.

Be more dynamic - Stay current with the changing landscape of reimbursement and billing.
Build relationships with partners that keep your practice competitive. Establish a strong financial
baseline that allows your practice to innovate in all arenas, especially patient care.

The Benefits of Outsourcing RCM
When providers turn to third-party RCM services, they’re investing in a more
sound revenue system and fewer burdens on their daily operations.



Not every practice is ready to embrace third-party RCM. Some prefer to keep all
management in-house, in order to maintain more control over operations. Others
might fear that the transition to third-party will disrupt business operations in the
short term. 
 
Outsourcing is scalable. Some companies focus exclusively on claim submissions,
data entry, payment collection. A full RCM solution can include scheduling, coding,
contracting, even credentialing. 
 
RCM is an investment in longer-term flexibility, innovation, and security for today's
medical practice.
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Summary


